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Abstract
In 1972 The United States entered economic decline; the rest of its Western allies followed
soon after. The popular reasons for decline are Globalization, natural post-industrial
period, peak-oil theory and automation, “the Rise of the Machines.” While each of these
arguments are interesting none meet the requirement for scientific integrity -- they’re all
weak. There is no science-based reason for American or Western Decline even though it’s
the defining event the last two generations.
This paper examines why the economic rationales lack credibility, focuses on alternative
reasons for decline, and finds a solution after a multi-year journey past both economics
and Newtonian Physics -- into the discovery of an entirely new branch of Quantum
Mechanics called “The Physics of Consciousness.”
This science not only explains American and Western decline, but creates an alternative
mechanics to Newtonian Physics that are consciousness based, metaphysical,
multidimensional, and sweeping in their ability to alter reality at the individual and
civilizational level. This science proves intelligent design as the basis of existence, being
Metaphysical thus pre-evolution, & manipulates reality at the root-vibrational level using
the sexes, male and female, as Quantum-Consciousness Design Archetypes, in a perfectly
symmetrical Quantum-Architectural model of reality.
We live in a multidimensional virtual reality and this science represents the keys to the car.
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Introduction
The United States, Canada and it’s Western neighbours have been in economic decline
since the early 1970’s. This decline has led to economic and political instability as well as
increasing debt [1] for all Western countries with the United States [2] leading the way.
What’s interesting is there is no consensus cause for this decline.
Western economists and intellectuals assume they’re reasoning for American and Western
decline is correct yet, there is no proven cause for the phenomena of Western decline begging the question, “If economists don’t know what caused the decline in the first place,
how can they presume to know how to fix it? What if the decline had a cause other than
economic? “
Everyone believes economics makes the world go around, but does it really?
Figure A1 shows the American GDP data
from the years 1947 through the years 2010.
I have imposed my own arrows for clarity.
The chart says the pink arrow is “Real GDP
per Capita” and the blue line “Median male
income.”
Before we go any further can you see the
potential error in the two labels above? If
the blue line is median male income then
the red labeled, “Real GDP per Capita” must
be female income? We’ll get to this later.
Even more interesting is the rationales for
this event fall apart when compared to this
chart. In fact, upon further study, not only
does this event not conform to an economic law, it doesn’t conform to any physics laws
either. Its an enigma of history, an event without a cause – breaking all-natural laws when
studied thoroughly. How does any physics shift half it’s population into decline without
effecting the other half at all? Is this possible?
The search to explain this chart leads into Quantum Physics [3] and the discovery of an
new science explaining American Decline and all decline as a result of physics, not
economics, and easily solvable.
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Methods
The Research Question
The primary objective at the outset was, “Why isn’t there a conclusive, science-based answer
to American & Western Decline?”
Economists assume the solution to the problem is in economics. If it were, wouldn’t they
have solved it already? It should seem clear, even to the casual observer, that economists
do not have a full grasp of the situation, and reality is governed by Physics, not economics.
Money does not make the world go around as economics would have us believe; physics
does. Thus, the research began questioning the very fundamentals of economic theory, “Is
economics the answer to what ails Society?” Or is there another answer?
If all economic rationales for American decline can be dismissed rather easily, using simple
logic, how robust is the science of economics? And as importantly, how much time as a
species are we losing in a science that isn’t getting the job done? Don’t we have an
obligation to move the ball as quickly as possible for the benefit of all? And if so, is
economics helping or hurting at this point?
Trust has collapsed in the Western world [4] with respect to “The experts.” The
professional point of view is viewed rather disdainfully by an increasing majority of
American and Western inhabitants leading to the likes of Donald Trump.
The research evolved over time past economics, which was answered definitively, to solving
American decline and leading into a new branch of theoretical science and the first steps to
understanding Metaphysics. [5]

Study Design
The analysis was simple: comparing the predominant economic rationales for decline to
the facts of decline and specifically, a single GDP chart which clearly depicts those facts.
Do the accepted economic reasons for decline jive with the chart that displays the reality of
American Decline?
We are looking for incongruencies and contradictions that either prove or disprove the
economic arguments made for decline.
In addition, if it is found that decline isn’t solvable with economics, what is the solution?
Using basic logic, the study peels apart the 1972 American event resolving the
inconsistencies in modern theory and creates an entirely new theory, without
contradiction, to solve the event.

Data
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A single GDP chart and the most common arguments for decline are the data for the
research. The economic rationales are to be thought of in a broader perspective as there is
no definitive reason for decline, only hypothesis, many economists have their own view with
the research choosing the most popular arguments for analysis.
What’s important to remember is that we are questioning the popular reasons given for
decline, those that have become a part of cultural thinking and asking the big question …
“Are they Legit?” Or are we missing the boat entirely?
In the second part of the study, “The solution,” we engage in trial and error to fit the pieces
like a grand jigsaw puzzle in theoretical science. Keeping in mind, everything is theory until
it is proven and tested as valid.

Analysis
Analysis was simple logic [6] and The Law of Non-Contradiction [7]. The Theoretical Science
was pieced together using trial and error.

Limitations
As with any theoretical exercise, the limitation with regard to the new science are “We
don’t know what we don’t know.” While this science holds up perfectly under scrutiny, it is
likely incomplete. However, it’s impossible to know in what ways its incomplete. Only time
will tell.
With regard to economics, I believe the fundamental beliefs of modern economics are dealt
with effectively and logic is all that’s needed to find the contradictions in these arguments.
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Results
The question posed at the beginning of this paper is, “Do the economic rationales given to
explain Western decline make sense and if not, why not? And what does make sense?
The five most common explanations for decline are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Globalisation [8]
Post-Industrial decline [9]
Peak Oil Theory [10]
Rise of The Machines – Automation. [11]
Shifts in Monetary Policy, Nixon Shock [12]

None of these rationales have scientific integrity (Appendix B for rationales). Each fails to
meet the basic facts and most are laden with contradictions and barely hold scientific
integrity.
Using Figure A1 as the template, each rational
is tested against the facts of this chart and
none are consistent with the data.
With the economic reasoning failed we move
on to researching other potential causes of
the decline.
MALE DECLINE HYPOTHESIS
The most logical course of action given
decline was entirely a male event (Shown in
chart A1) was to look for an alternative
hypothesis focused on Men specifically.
This hypothesis gathered steam as we
discovered discrimination written in both
American and Canadian legal structures in the time period required. In the United states,
Title IX [13] was written in 1972. It states:
“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance”
The standard definition for “discrimination” in the dictionary is “to make a distinction, to
differentiate.” Applying this definition, Title IX reads as follows,
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“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to distinction under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance”
The law was sponsored by the National Organisation for Women [14] who also believe the
distinctions between the sexes are socially contrived. This policy, that there are no
biological differences between the sexes, does create a discriminatory law vs the male sex
if biological differences between the sexes do exist, and the curriculum was tilted towards
female strengths.
This creates a time and action-specific explanation for male decline. The facts fit but pose
alternative challenges:
1.
Given the trajectory shift of the male sex in
1972, and if this shift was caused by government
discrimination, how could such a policy create an
immediate shift in male performance? Wouldn’t
such a policy take time to affect the population?
2.
Title IX is a law directed at
education policy. How could such a policy
effect the entire male population and so
quickly creating this trajectory?
3.
Is there any conformational
evidence from other countries to back up
the “discrimination” as cause of decline
hypothesis?

FURTHER EVIDENCE AND EQUALITY
Further evidence backing the discrimination theory is found in the Canadian charter of
Rights and Freedoms [15] in section 15 “Equal Rights,” which states:
15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to
the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and
without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, color, religion,
sex, age or mental or physical disability.
(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its
object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups
including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic
origin, color, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.
Section (2) overwrites section one and declares discrimination legal under Canadian
law, to protect disadvantaged groups. Women are named as one of the primary
disadvantaged groups meaning the discrimination in this law, although indirect, is
10

aimed at Men. This is a second instance of discrimination written into law backing
our hypothesis.
BOY CRISIS
In addition, all western countries have a
“Boy Crisis” [16] in their education systems
and Western universities are becoming
more and more female dominated [17]. Yet, if
we look at IQ distributions between the
sexes, it leads to a male dominated
university campus because of asymmetric IQ
distribution. Males dominate both the top
and bottom ends of the IQ yield curve; and
because the bottom of the IQ spectrum
don’t enter university, campuses should be
male dominated.
Example, if the top 10% of ALL IQ performers are male, then that would
translate to the top 30% of universities enrollees being male, and the total
distribution somewhere in the 65%-35% range; if a third of the population
enters college.
Yet females dominate Western University campuses. The IQ science strengthens
the case for our hypothesis, that given the skew in numbers, there’s potentially
discrimination at the design level of Western education.

THE TRAJECTORY SHIFT
With discrimination increasing in likelihood as the cause of Western decline we
move to the other problems associated with this hypothesis, “How can
discrimination cause a shift in the male sex trajectory immediately, and from
education policy?
The speed with which the male sex shifted as a group in figure A1 is impossible, an
instant 45-degree trajectory change. It’s not rational for this effect to be created by
government policy, not immediately, and certainly not by a policy directed at the
education system. Yet, the discrimination hypothesis was the only rational answer
to the facts in play, leading to the only possible conclusion:
This event was caused by physics outside current human understanding.
If discrimination was the only rational cause of the shift in male performance, and it
fits the facts perfectly, and if the physics of that discrimination is impossible under
current physics, then logic dictates there has to be another kind of physics to explain
this phenomenon. Following this reasoning, and to solve the problem, into the science
of multidimensionality & Quantum Physics research lead.
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THE PHYSICS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
After many instances of trial and error a
conceptual model was developed to explain the
1972 decline. The model is metaphysical,
consciousness based [18], and Quantum [19].
In 1972 Title IX, a discriminatory law vs males,
created a metaphysical force shifting the
frequency of male consciousness from positive to
negative. (The result observable in graphs R1 & R2)
The mechanics governing this event are
multidimensional. At the root of physical
existence everything is energy [20]. Our energy is
one with universal, or infinite intelligence energy.
This intelligence co-operates with humanity in creating reality, although this has
been far outside human awareness before now.
The discriminatory Title IX law created a Quantum force that changed the trajectory
of male consciousness, its frequency, tilting it and America into decline. All of these
actions are metaphysical, not physical. The rest of the Western countries then
followed suit with their own versions of this discriminatory action.
METAPHYSICAL GEOMETRY
Our reality is virtual, very much like a
Quantum video game: metaphysical in
nature. The two sexes are expressions
of geometry [21]. The Male sex a
straight line [22] and the female sex a
circle [23]. Each sex physically is an
expression of its Metaphysical
Geometry [24]. Each sexes geometry
contains attributes correlating how the
geometries interact [25], each being
opposites in their physics attributes.
The male geometry is larger than the
females [26], same as observed in physical reality and acts as a protecting energy for
civilization. If the male energy, through the application of force, becomes tilted
negative, civilization shifts negative as well effecting all aspects of the civilization.
This has been experienced in the Western countries as if infected by a virus that
runs through the country corrupting everything it touches.
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(Note: Full discussion, methodology and discourse of the Physics of consciousness found
in the Appendices.)
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Discussion
(Note: Specific Mechanics, methodologies and extended discussion of the Physics of
Consciousness are found in the Appendices. Specifically, Appendices C, D & E. For a thorough
understanding of the mechanics of this science, the process by which it was discovered and
its implementation, see those Appendices.)
The original research question was “Do the modern economic rationales for American &
Western Decline add-up?
The answer is no, they do not. Further, the facts of decline do not jive with modern physics
either. As it turns out, we are dealing with a Quantum event, an event whose mechanics
derive a remarkable new science unlike anything humanity has imagined. Only in the
imagination of a child could something this grand be true.
This new science, metaphysical in nature, allows for the shifting of reality along a
vibrational scale to achieve outcomes, at the individual, national, or civilizational level;
more profound than previously imagined in the most optimistic views of potential
futuristic sciences. We are talking the end of poverty as it currently exists, the end of war
and the end of disease potentially. (If we assume disease a function of consciousness, and not
inevitable, and this science suggests this, then disease itself can theoretically be erased from
the human condition with a higher vibration.)
If the nature of our reality is Metaphysical, and not physical at all, and all our problems are
a function of not-understanding this reality, and we then realize this and apply this new
science, it stands to reason all the problems that were a manifestation of ignorance must
go away: We didn’t know, what we didn’t know.
We, as a species, didn’t know our problems were a function of the physics we thought
defined reality, Newtonian Physics, because that’s all we knew. We had no understanding
there was another way to view reality, another physics, that allowed for the solving of
everything at the same time. That Consciousness is the basis of reality and our business as a
species is the mastering of this science, the Science of Consciousness.
The Two Sex Model as Physics
It had never occurred to modern science, or humanity, that the secrets of reality are us.
The two sexes being so much more than we had ever believed. The basis of our virtual
reality is a science that sets the two sexes as the purpose of reality, and the understanding
of their true natures as the liberation of humanity from ignorance into enlightenment.
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As we begin to apply the principles of multidimensionality and become coherent with
respect to reality, everything will change and the plagues of modern man, especially those
of an economic nature, disappear. Humanity is brought into its natural state of abundance
as we vibrate more and more near our potential.
From an economic perspective, all recoveries are V-shaped.
The Effects on Modern Man
The near-term effects will likely be political in nature as Western populations in particular,
come to realize the mess they are experiencing is of their own making. The male
populations will not be pleased with what’s been going on and there might be a revolution,
who knows. How will the male civilians react when they find out the reason for their
diminished lives is in large part due to discrimination from the government? What will the
lawsuits be? I can only theorize, but it’s likely they will be Earth shattering as Western
countries are shaken to their core regarding the truth of their own natures that they were
completely unaware of.
The political consequences will also be dramatic as there will be no justification for what is
modern liberalism [27]. It is a discriminatory ideology masquerading as a justice movement.
The only way for Western nations to avoid violence will be radical change in their
institutions to accommodate the demand from the populations to a better life for
themselves, and specifically their male populations.
The pressure on governments across the West will be unbearable as they try to explain
how this is possible, and nobody knew it? The changes will be swift I would imagine. As the
male populations realize the truth, I doubt civility in politics will be their priority as the
older Men, whose lives have been destroyed, will want compensation for the destruction of
their lives.
How do left of center politicians maintain credibility when the truth is known? How do
Liberal supporters defend their ideology? It will be an interesting period of change to say
the least. A period of increasing uncertainty until all this is resolved.
Limitations
The limitations of this study are innate to the solving of a new science. I don’t know what I
don’t know. While the science appears fairly complete, no doubt there are offshoot
branches that belong to this science but am currently unaware.
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In addition, changing belief systems can be very difficult for human beings who have been
in fear for a long time. For many, their beliefs, of whatever nature, give comfort and a sense
of self that a new belief system will disrupt. For this reason, shifting from an older
consciousness into a newer one may take longer than expected. Never underestimate the
resistance to change that exists among the population, especially older citizens who aren’t
interested in updating their view of reality.
Future Research
Future research has unlimited potentials in various directions. From the perspective of an
individual, what is the optimal way to clear one’s consciousness from fear? And how quickly
can we get this into the education system?
Secondly, now that we understand how to change the vibrational trajectories of countries
using physics, we need practice to see what Moralities produce the best results. Refining
this science will take a long time because results are generational.
As we begin to view countries and civilizations from their physics perspective, the vibration
of their consciousness, our thinking changes into a scientific and optimization view of reality
instead of the ideologies and belief systems that are primitive in comparison. It is a new
day, and an exciting future is in store for our species.
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Conclusion
The research started as a query of the integrity of modern economics and specifically, the
rationales regarding American and Western Decline. The results have shown that decline
was not caused by the popular economic reasons we hear every day, or anything related to
modern physics for that matter.
That an entirely new physics has been birthed with the ability to change trajectories of an
entire civilization with the ease of snapping one’s fingers, is remarkable and humbling to
say the least. We will try to discuss all the implications related to this research, where do
we begin with the changes in our collective human reality, and how do we expediently
adapt to the new science?
The Physics of Consciousness
Humanity has been “In search of God,” forever. With differing religions and Spiritual belief
systems debating the true nature of reality and the nature of, or existence of, God. Science
has often weighed in as well, and rarely approvingly. As it turns out the proof is right in
front of us every day, but we didn’t understand: It was beyond our comprehension.
The two sexes are the primary expressions of the creator, each representing a different
aspect of the Intelligently Designed Structure of reality. A physics that’s Multidimensional,
Metaphysical, Quantum and beautiful in terms of its symmetry, balance, and power. What
we would expect from God.
The significance of this science is it proves not only is our reality governed by a Super
Intelligence, Quantum Physics already knew this, its how active in our reality this super
intelligence is. It is in fact a major player in the creation of human civilization, co-creating
our reality every step of the way. What we have is the Scientific Harmonization of all
religious and Spiritual belief systems in an actual teachable science where the Spiritual
tenants of reality are expressed in the core science of Quantum Physics, and are irrefutable.
We are infinite. We are Metaphysical. We are Divine.
These are truths which have been spoken about in historical religions and belief systems,
and now they’re proven to be a reality. The religions so often scoffed at by modern science
were closer to the truth than the Newtonian Scientific community would like to admit.
This science offers a meeting of the minds, where the facts of reality meet Spirituality in
union. The marrying of the Subjective & Objective aspects of reality, Feminine and
Masculine, in a single science representing completion. Our search for our identity as a
species ends; we were chosen, created and designed to be here by source intelligence. This
cannot be argued anymore. Evolution is submissive to the will of God. In fact, evolution is
but the physically viewable aspects of reality playing themselves out under the auspices of
an Intelligently Designed structure that pre-qualifies reality. Thus reality, the physical one
in which we live, is virtual, and designed to be a playing field for God to express itself in any
way we choose. The melding of science and spirituality in a Unified Model of Creation.
A New Updated Humanity
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The list of things that will change are far beyond religious and spiritual understanding. How
we think about reality as a species changes drastically under this science.
How does one truly grasp that we are not really here, in this reality? That this is just a
metaphysical construct, the illusion of reality, and in truth, we are eternal beings playing a
rather magnificent video game?
How does this change your perspective of reality and everything that’s appears significant in
your life?
Scientific Changes & Productivity Explosion
Science & Philosophy are irrevocably changed forever. Our ability and understanding to
produce results that work for humanity just became effortless. With the right science,
creating abundant countries far in excess of anything we’ve imagined, is at our fingertips.
If one considers the most abundant time in human history, the Golden Age of America
between 1943 & 1972, the United States grew at 4.1% [28] (averaged) over this period. That
growth rate and the prosperity it created, is now available “On-tap,” to any country who
apples correct science. In fact, 4.1% economic growth will be a slow stretch when one fully
grasp’s what’s before us.
Multidimensionality offers our species access to Infinite Intelligence Today. It’s but a matter
of realising this resource, God, and the experience of the Universe is now at our fingertips.
An exponential growth curve unlike anything humanity can imagine is ahead of us. Our true
selves, the ones that exist as pure quantum, the aspect of us that is really us and
remembers everything that has transpired in the universe, and previous universes before
this one, is ready and waiting to send in children -- ready to connect with their true selves
and revolutionize this planet in an expedited yield curve rendering all previous
understandings obsolete.
This explosion of technology, wisdom and knowledge awaits our species maturing and
realising evolution of species has been done before, and infinite wisdom awaits to take our
hand and guide us right into the arms of the creator, and who we truly are. We are not
alone, wisdom and understanding beyond our experience awaits like a Quantum Parent
ready to teach us the way of it. It’s a matter of accepting this reality and aligning our
civilizations, their energies, and our education systems with expectation that this will
happen, and it will.
The star trek society that we see on television is right there awaiting the wisdom of humanity
to simply say thankyou, we accept.
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Appendix A: Economic Rational
Research began with a questioning of modern economic theory [1]. In this section I cover
the logic behind dismissing economics as a sound-scientific methodology for American and
Western Decline.
Western civilization is enduring severe structural problems [2]. Debt, stagnant growth,
demographic change, a dissatisfied public [3], family breakdown [4] and income inequality
[5] -- just to name a few. Western intellectuals think the problem is faltering economic
productivity [6], specifically, faltering industrial base and technological change [7] leading
to wide-scale unemployment [8].

Figure 1 shows US economic data from 1947
through 2010 by sex. In 1972-73 male GDP flattens
and doesn’t recover. The economic troubles facing
America are entirely economic issues facing Men.
Female trajectory remains stable since the mid
1950’s. Non-existent male productivity is creating
economic and social turmoil, solving that will likely
solve everything else.
No research can be found regarding this period
that explains the 1972 event scientifically, that
includes why male productivity didn’t recover after
1973. Major historical economic events including
“The Great Depression” [9] and “The Great
Recession of 08” [10] have plenty of research by famed intellectuals discussing the causes of
each crisis -- yet research of this significant event is sparse to say the least. Common
explanations include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Oil Shock and Peak Oil theory
Shifts in monetary Policy theory
Post-Industrial economy and late stage civilization decline theory
Technological changes especially robotics
Globalisation

Oil Shock & Peak Oil Theory [11]
This theory suggests peak oil was reached in the early 70’s, given global economics is
driven by oil production, price increases will lead to deterioration of industrial sectors and
faltering civilization. There are some problems with this argument: Why would oil shock
have no impact on female economic production, only Men? Secondly, It is unlikely, or
impossible, for an oil related event to stop Western Male population from producing
21

economically, instantly; over time -- maybe, but not instantly. Given the historical track
record of the West, overcoming the Great Depression and simultaneously winning WWII, is
it rational that an oil shock could halt male economic production? Unlikely. Secondly, oil
prices have not maintained positive trajectory over time. Prices have stabilized in recent
years at $50 per barrel. If peak oil theory is correct, economies should expand at these
lower prices -- they haven’t -- economic growth remains stagnant. This theory falls apart
under these facts.

Shifts in Monetary Policy, Nixon Shock [12]
The second argument is monetary. In 1972 President Nixon took America off the gold
standard and into fiat currency. The theory is American economic production was affected
negatively through this policy and caused, or aided, economic decline.
Why would poor monetary policy affect male populations and not female? Inflationary
monetary policy would affect the entire population, not a specific group as required in this
scenario. Secondly, how would a change in monetary policy, regardless how misguided,
throw the country into decline instantly remaining so for 45 years? Both the great
depression and great recession of 08 were the result of sustained error over many years of
bad policy -- that is not the case here. Even a large “Shock” couldn’t affect male
populations to the degree they did permanently.

Post-Industrial and late stage civilization decline [13]
This is the least viable argument yet most quoted. Post-Industrial is not a reason -- it’s an
effect, not a cause. Post-Industrialization caused post-Industrialization? I think our
economists missed grade-school logic class. The second half, “late stage civilizational
decline”, is equally not viable. It doesn’t answer the question, why? What initiated the
decline? How did it occur? No scientific rationale is given, usually quoting the other 3
rationales. It states post-industrialism as an inevitable phase of civilization without proof
or logic to the cause. What scientific evidence or historical proof suggests a country moves
into a post-industrial posture inevitably? Again, there is none.

Technological changes especially robotics [14]
Technological change is the most popular recent argument, but doesn’t answer why this is
only affecting men? Why did it happen so suddenly in 1972? -- and why, given technological
development has occurred for centuries, always producing net positive results, is it not
now? Have the laws of economics been suspended in recent years? Since when has
technological development hurt long range productivity? Why only the West? Eastern
countries are expanding, why isn’t technological development hurting them? No answers
to any of these questions are given. This argument, made regularly by modern academics
and media, falls apart very quickly under mild scrutiny, specifically because technological
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change happens over a period of time and the chart shows an abrupt and immediate
directional change in trajectory, not a slow curve over time. This is not a viable argument.

Globalisation [15]
Globalisation is the belief that as wealth spreads out across the world the previously
wealthy Western Nations will “Lose Market Share” so to speak, to developing countries.
This theory does not fit the facts of the chart in question. Figure 1 shows a very quick and
abrupt trajectory change in 1972 for American Men, the change was not elongated as would
be necessary for a multi-decade shift in wealth and resources. While a changing world may
very well pose challenges for developed and developing countries alike, it is not the cause
of American or Western decline.

Conclusion
Each economic explanation is assumptive, rife with contradictions and little fact. At best,
they are educated guesses; no clear answer exists. The fact is, nobody knows why Western
Men aren’t producing economically or what happened. Only vague guesses, none of which
stand up to scientific rigor. Unsatisfied, I began searching for other answers.
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Appendix B: Equality Rational and Discussion
My search lead into a significant cultural phenomenon: Feminism [16]. Congruent with
Western economic decline, and specifically male decline, is the introduction of feminist
theory.
Feminism is a large subject, so we’ll focus on the charge that boys and girls are social
constructs [17]. This theory suggests male and female “roles” are entirely contrived,
manifestations of societal norms, with no credit given to nature, evolution or creationism - that the sexes are alterable by whim. Men and Women do not actually exist, they say, only
labels contrived by age-old patriarchal oppressors.
Suggesting there are no biological differences between Men and Women, only physical
differences with no hormonal, brain chemistry, or other natural distinctions, lacks evidence
[18]. Secondly, suggesting society invented male and female natures, is contradicted by the
other 500,000,000 species of animal on Earth -- most of which have two distinct sexes
with completely different roles. Feminist theory represents a complete rejection of nature,
science, and facts.
Equally as interesting, Title IX [19], the legal expression of feminist theory, was passed into
law the exact year male decline started, 1972. Title IX states:
“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance”

Title IX bans discrimination under US federal law, however, does not take into
consideration any natural differences between Men and Women. It references no science,
biological, or medical evidence -- Feminist theory became law without any scientific basis.
It's possible, a policy claiming to end discrimination, created the very discrimination it
sought to abolish. The facts regarding the event, Title IX and shifting education policy in
1972, meets our criteria perfectly In both timing and reasoning -- feminism is a perfect
match.
(Discrimination has two definitions; one is the application of government force against a
group of people based on identity. The second is a distinction being made between two
differing entities. Whether those entities are, or are not, different, is determined by nature.
Feminist Theory is the second, meaning, no distinction will be made between Men and
Women based on biological or medical evidence -- facts. Thus, the non-application of
discrimination, distinctions, means the application of identity discrimination if biological
differences do exist -- evidence confirms. If I treat dogs and cats the same, based on a nondiscriminatory premise, I am by default discriminating against one of the two, or both. My
non-discriminatory preference becomes discriminatory as a matter of the natural differences
in both dogs and cats. Neither the government nor the feminist movement gets to determine
the nature of cats and dogs or boys and girls, it’s pre-defined, as are all things in nature.
Suggesting society created the distinctions between boys and girls, with no scientific evidence
to back that claim, is anti-science. It is like suggesting “the Earth is the center of the
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universe,” made doctrine, and forcing it as law -- which was the policy during a period of
human history known as the dark ages)
In 1972 education policy was changed at the national level, creating a discriminatory
education system vs male under a policy of non-discrimination, non-distinction. This
hypothesis is much stronger than its economic counterparts but more information
regarding Feminism as a discriminatory ideology is required.

IQ Differentials
Differences in IQ also suggest discrimination in
education -- males cluster at both top and bottom of
the spectrum. Figure 2 shows IQ distribution; a
balanced education system would produce a 55/45
male/female split if 50% of population attended
college. Currently women represent 60% (+15%) and
are moving increasingly towards disparity. Academics
routinely blame negative male attitudes for poor
results, not discrimination. Discrimination can cause
negative attitudes. This data is consistent with a
discriminatory education system and strengthens our theory.

Canadian Equal Rights Act
In 1985 the Canadian parliament passed Section 15 of “The Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.” [20] Under the heading “Equal Rights” states:
15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the
equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and without
discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sex, age or
mental or physical disability.
(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its
object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups
including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic origin,
color, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.

Paragraph one makes discrimination illegal based on 8 specific categories. Paragraph 2
overwrites paragraph one, removing its legal authority, and states Canada will discriminate
under the auspicious of protecting “Disadvantaged groups.” Women are named under the
Canadian Employment Equity Act as one of four disadvantaged groups.
The definition of Affirmative action is[21]:

“An action or policy favoring those who tend to suffer from discrimination,
especially in relation to employment or education; positive discrimination.”
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There’s no such thing mathematically, as “Positive discrimination,” only negative
discrimination. Regardless of intent, this is overt evidence regarding the nature of
Equality as discrimination against Men. The definition of Equality, stated by the
Federal Government of Canada, is discrimination vs Men. Completely validating my
hypothesis of equality as discrimination and coincides perfectly with GDP data.

Hypothesis
The data is very convincing that discrimination against Men is more likely causing Western
economic problems than economic problems affecting male performance. Although a
minority perspective, the evidence is crystal clear. GDP data, Feminist Theory, lopsided
education numbers and the discriminatory Canadian Equal Rights Act -- point to the same
conclusion, that discrimination is causing Western failure. Considering economic
arguments discussed earlier don’t fit the facts, yet this scenario fits perfectly, this is the
only argument supported by evidence.
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Appendix C: Rational and Discovery of the Physics of Consciousness
C1. INTRODUCTION: CREATING A CONCEPTUAL MODEL SOLVING THE 1972 EVENT.
After it was determined the 1972 Event initiating American Decline was a different model of
physics, I began searching for a throtretical science model that could shift an entire sex 45degrees by simply writing a law, Title IX, creating such an immediet & pronounced
trajectory shift.
It’s important to remember at this point of the research I had no idea where this was going.
I was putting the pieces of a puzzle together with little information and some logic to guide
me. The only theoretical model I could think of that could shift the male sex, to the degree
that it did, was if we as a species were energy. If our species were made of energy, and not
physical, then the application of a discriminatory force writen into law could theoretically
shift an entire sex in the manner that occured. An energetic model was the only model that
made theoretical sense.

C2. DR. EMOTO AND WATER CRYSTALS.
Dr Masaru Emote [22] is a Japanese scientist famous for his experiments on ice crystals and
the effects of human consciousness on water [23]. Dr. Emote proved intention could
change the molecular structure of water using a Magnetic Response Analyzer and
recording the vibrational changes under different conditions. Using music, prayer, and
words -- Dr. Emote proved the nature of ice crystals could be altered, predictably and
reliably, through his experiments. (Figure C1 shows some examples)
Ice crystals would change in nature dependant on the applied frequency. Negative music,
words, or intent, produced negative, disharmonious effects and non-symmetrical geometry
-- it was ugly. Vibrationally positive music, words, or conscious intent, produced
consistent positive effects and geometrically symmetrical ice crystals -- it was beautiful.
Words such as” Peace”, “thank you”, “love”, created vibrationally positive results. “Hitler”,
“must”, “I will kill you,” producing negative results. Language, and its vibrational nature,
create dramatically different results -- operating within a +/- mathematical framework.
Geometry also changed depending on the nature of energy applied. Vibrationally positive
energy producing symmetrical results, vibrationally negative energy producing nonsymmetrical results. A relationship clearly exists between energy, frequency and geometry.
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The physics underpinning his experiments prove, in concept, the association of positive
and negative forces/frequencies must produce a corresponding positive or negative result.
Secondly, there is no valid scientific reason why the mechanics behind this experiment
could not work on a macro scale. If a negative frequency applied to water crystals changes
its nature; the same principle should apply to a country. Dr. Emoto’s experiments suggest
a metaphysical reality that is consciousness based and mathematical -- a melding of
physics and consciousness.
----This science fits my thesis perfectly. A force applied in the American education system
changed the nature (energy/frequency/consciousness/geometry) of America from
vibrationally positive, pre-1972, to vibrationally negative, post 1972. If correct, the
economic troubles of Western nations are the effect of male (-) performance, not the cause.
Understanding the mechanics of this research, if proven on a macro scale, would produce
a model far different than current mechanical theory and change science as we know it.
As a theoretical potential Dr. Emoto’s research with Ice Crystals proved, in concept, that
there was a potential scientific basis for an energetic physics with which to manipulate
reality that could explain 1972 and the economic chart shown in figure A1. This was a big
piece to the puzzle and I needed more scientific evidence to back this as a concept.

C3. QUANTUM PHYSICS & A NONLINEAR MECHANICAL MODEL OF REALITY.
Dr. Emoto’s research leads into the study of consciousness science, Quantum mechanics
[24]. Theory began in early 20th century and is less known than Classical Mechanics [25].
Quantum theory upends everything believed by classical physicists: the universe isn’t
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physical, as it appears, but metaphysical, energetic, and created by thought -- consistent
with Dr. Emoto’s conclusions.
My original hypothesis, that Equality is responsible for America's social and economic
problems, rooted in government discrimination against males (1972 - current) is impractical
under Newtonian science. Under a Quantum Mechanical model, the probability shifts
from near impossible, to valid:
“The stream of knowledge is heading towards a non-mechanical reality; the
Universe begins to look more like a great thought than like a great machine.
Mind no longer appears to be an accidental intruder into the realm of matter...
we ought rather to hail it as the creator and governor of the realm of matter.” - Sir James Jeans, The Mental Universe, Nature Magazine, Vol 436
--------------Consciousness is “fundamental,” and matter as “derivative from
consciousness.” He said that “we cannot get behind consciousness. Everything
that we talk about, everything that we regard as existing, postulates
consciousness.” -- Max Planck, the physicist who originated quantum theory
(Collective Evolution Feb 7, 2016)
--------------“A fundamental conclusion of the new physics also acknowledges that the
observer creates the reality. As observers, we are personally involved with the
creation of our own reality. -- R.C. Henry, Professor of Physics and
Astronomy at Johns Hopkins University (Collective Evolution Feb 7, 2016)
--------------“The day science begins to study non-physical phenomena; it will make more
progress in one decade than in all the previous centuries of its existence.” –
Nikola Tesla [24] (Early 20th century inventor and physicist)
If the universe is derived from consciousness and rooted in metaphysics instead of physical
science, intellectual approach to both design and problem-solving changes drastically. The
question, “How do we solve our problems” becomes “What was the error in thinking that
created the problem, and how do we solve that.” Cause and effect invert leading to a
Quantum advance in all aspects of human and civilizational design -- consciousness
becomes the beginning and end of both philosophy and physics.
Sir Jeans quotation above, “The stream of knowledge is headed for a non-mechanical reality,”
is incorrect. The name “Quantum Mechanics” assumes mechanics involved in a
metaphysically based reality; but those mechanics are applied to consciousness -- the
metaphysical -- not reality, the physical. A new science which is consciousness based yet
simultaneously mathematical is what Quantum Physics portends. Consciousness based
physics, changing the nature of philosophy as we know it, is the future.
How such a science would operate is defined within Dr. Masaru Emoto’s water
experimentation. The application of a metaphysical energy, whether musical, language, or
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prayer produced similar results. Specifically, the dynamic change in the water molecules
geometric nature. Such a science is believed impossible by modern intellectuals, yet as Dr.
Emoto’s research shows is not only possible -- it exists.
“If you want to find the Secrets of the Universe, think in terms of Energy,
Vibration and Frequency.” -- Nikola Tesla (Early 20th century inventor and
physicist)
Both Dr. Emoto’s research and Quantum theory point to a mechanical science which is
metaphysical. Classical mechanics, founded by Sir Isaac Newton [26] in the 17th century,
remains the dominant paradigm; physical and material. Conceptually, a shift from
Newtonian-linear thinking to Quantum-nonlinear thinking is a big deal. Humanity’s been
immersed in physicalism for 400 years -- a 180-degree shift regarding our understanding of
reality will upend the established scientific order.
(I was now confident I was going to solve this riddle and an entirely new science in the
process. Next, another piece of the puzzle, understanding the interconnectedness of our
reality.)

C4. UNIFIED FIELD THEORY AND QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT
Both Unified Field Theory [27] and Quantum Entanglement [28] answer questions of how
a change in government policy can affect specific areas (Such as the land Mass of the
United States) as quickly and accurately as depicted in this research. How exactly does a
change in government policy effect half a nations population immediately? How are they
connected in this fashion?
The Unified Field Model and Quantum Entanglement offers theoretical-mechanical
explanations concerning the interconnectedness of the universe and intelligence as the
root of both universe and matter.
Dr. John Hagelin’s [29] research into Unified Field Theory and string theory [30] suggest
the world of physical matter is an expression of pure intelligence rising from the Unified
Field. That all matter is a manifestation of consciousness expressed from the field of
potential. All science, from Classical to Nuclear, are built upon a metaphysical foundation
premised on consciousness.
Quantum Entanglement theory is a physical phenomenon that occurs when pairs or groups
of particles are generated or interact in ways such that the quantum state of each particle
cannot be described independently of the others, even when the particles are separated by
a large distance. The famous “Schrödinger's cat” experiment [31] where two cats are placed
in boxes independently of each other yet producing dependent results, proves an
interconnected model of reality.
When Unified Field Theory and Quantum Entanglement are combined the result is an
intelligent universe with everything connected to everything else at the subatomic level -the level of consciousness. While it appears, at the macro-visual level, we are separate
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entities operating in a physical universe, the science says otherwise -- we are each
connected to everything else as a single consciousness expressed in many ways.
About our original hypothesis, that the current mechanical model is incorrect, and an
alternate mechanical model was responsible for the 1972 economic event, this research
correlates perfectly with that assertion -- explaining how a force applied in the education
system could create systematic decline in the United States. An intelligent-entangled
universe, operating on a metaphysical framework, explains the mechanics governing the
1972 economic decline. In an energetic, metaphysical, consciousness-driven reality, shifts
in vibrational frequency (the frequency of consciousness) can create differing realities
dependent on macro forces such as systemic discrimination within a country. The melding
of Classical Physics with a Quantum understanding of the universe produces a QuantumVector based science allowing for control over civilization, at the level of consciousness,
previously thought impossible.

C5. METAPHYSICAL GEOMETRY
Research was moving towards studying metaphysical phenomena and quantum mechanics
when I found a geometric - IQ diagram of the two sexes which piqued my curiosity.
Male/female IQ is usually represented in chart format. (I have both, side by side, in figure
C2)

Male geometry is bigger -- same as
the physical world. It’s common
knowledge among academics that
male IQ dominates both top and
bottom of the IQ spectrum -- but
nobody asks, why? Why are the IQ
ranges of the sexes different? And
why does the male/female IQ
geometry appear like a man and
woman standing next to each other?
Because it is. Male/female IQ’s are
different because the two sexes are
different. The average of IQ’s is the
same, the geometry isn’t. Why?
What does this chart mean?
This simple IQ chart lays the foundation for a profound shift in thinking far beyond what I
had anticipated. Understanding why the two sexes have different IQ ranges creates the
conceptual framework for the new mechanical model of reality. (For months this chart
played on my mind. What is the significance of this? Why the differing geometry? What does
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it mean? As if the chart was speaking to me in a different language, trying to get my
attention, but I couldn’t understand. Until I got it.)
The secrets of the universe are hidden in plain sight. We are so convinced that our world
view is correct, we never stop and consider: What if we are wrong about everything? What
if our basic beliefs, the ones we “know” are true, are nothing of the kind? The reason it took
so long to grasp the simplicity of this chart is due to the implications of solving it. My belief
system wouldn’t allow me to see the truth in plain view.
It’s obvious the IQ distribution is a representation of the metaphysical geometry of each
sex. The physical aspects of the sexes, what we see every day, are a physical expression
of the geometry upon which our species is based. The traits of each sex, what defines
masculine and feminine, are an expression of each sex’s metaphysical geometry.
The implications of this are profound because it changes every aspect of how we see
reality. It introduces geometry as an aspect of reality and biology we have never
considered. Secondly, metaphysical geometry opens new aspects of physics to be studied
and lastly -- intelligent design. If geometry forms the basis of human design, that requires
intelligence. It changes the intelligent design debate and our concept of the creator, from a
tyrant in the old testament to a rather robust Engineer/physicist.
Metaphysical Geometry also helps prove the alternate
mechanical theory hypothesis by creating a rational
mechanics explaining American decline. In 1972 the entire
country went into decline, not just the Men. This would
make Men synonymous with the country. Why? What’s so
special about Men? Their geometry is why. There are only
two sexes, while it’s politically correct to talk equality,
clearly the two sexes are different, and they have differing
geometry - the male geometry, shown above, is larger.
Mathematically, the male sex would influence civilization
more because its geometry is bigger. Larger objects affect
reality more because of the physics associated with
“bigness.”
Turning America into a physics equation: if each sex is
represented by metaphysical geometry, the male sex would
be dominant, geometrically, due to its larger size. Larger objects have a larger center of
gravity and more influence on the equation. (like weights on a balance scale) If the male sex
shifts, so does the country. (This model fits our hypothesis regarding 1972 extremely well as a
theoretical, alternate mechanical model, which is what we are striving for)
Initially, focused on mass and its relationship to Center of Gravity, however energy
(positive and negative as a metaphysical model) serves the same purpose and a better
design.
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In physical mechanics, mass is at the
center of physics; in metaphysical science
-- energy replaces mass as the focus. In
1972 the energy shifted, changing the
country's energetic state from positive to
negative, and into decline. Figure C4
depicts the vector diagram in 1972. A
metaphysical force applied to the male sex
(through the education system) shifts male
energy(geometry) from positive (+) to
negative (-). Men being the larger
geometry/energy, shifts the Center of Gravity of the nation with them, negatively.
The vector diagram shows the trajectory change that occurs after applying a force.
The force is metaphysical, as is the geometry. The country enters decline lead by male
larger geometry. If we look at the GDP data, we see the red line (Men) flattening after 1972.
Metaphysics can be difficult to
conceptualize because energy isn’t visible.
We see effects, not the cause. Its
understandable intellectuals believe
economics the reason for America's
decline -- It appears that way -- without a
viable alternative there's no other
conclusion to draw. This science is the
viable alternative argument.

C6. THE NATURE OF E=MC²
Research was leading to Quantum mechanics and a metaphysical-mechanical model of
reality as the solution to our hypothesis. A metaphysical model presumes a physics
different than modern physics; or, the application of modern physics, differently. If modern
Newtonian physics is premised on the physical, Quantum physics is focused on the
metaphysical. Research lead to a quote (Initially thought Einstein):
“Everything is energy and that’s all there is to it. Match the frequency of the
reality you want, and you cannot help but get that reality. It can be no other
way. This is not philosophy. This is physics.”
Although research could not prove this quote Einstein's, whomever said it helped
understand the nature of Quantum Mechanics. It’s consistent with Dr. Emoto’s research
and assertion that consciousness is cause and matter effect. If we apply this idea, of
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consciousness as cause and matter as effect, there’s correlation between the theoretical
and reality in the form of E=MC²
E=MC² [32]:
Energy (E) = Matter (MC²)
Cause → Effect
E=MC² correlates energy and matter; energy being metaphysical and matter physical.
Applying logic: physical matter (MC²) represents physical reality and (In a Quantum model)
(E) energy represents consciousness:
Energy (E) = Matter (MC²)
E = Consciousness = MC² = Reality
Consciousness = Reality
Assuming the E in E=MC² as a variable representing metaphysical energy, or
consciousness, the formula lays the foundation of a metaphysical mechanics.
Consciousness, energy and reality being ONE. Energy, vibrating at a frequency, creates a
physical expression (matter)
→ E=MC²
→ Energy = Consciousness = Matter = Reality
This is consistent with Dr. Emoto’s research and the basic tenets of Quantum theory. All
realities are an expression of their internal vibration expressing itself physically.
SPEED OF LIGHT NOT A CONSTANT AND A NEW PHYSICS
Modern physics is based on the correlation between Energy and Mass. This relationship
has formed the basis of all physics before Quantum Physics became available.
It has been assumed that C² was a constant creating modern physics, Newtonian physics,
but in fact this equatuion contains the foundations of two separate sciences, Newtonian
Mass based physics, and Quantum, Consciousness based Physics.
With C² not a constant, as proven in this article:
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/speed-light-not-so-constant-after-all
“Light doesn’t always travel at the speed of light. A new experiment reveals that
focusing or manipulating the structure of light pulses reduces their speed, even in
vacuum conditions.”
“A paper reporting the research, posted online at arXiv.org and accepted for
publication, describes hard experimental evidence that the speed of light, one of the
most important constants in physics, should be thought of as a limit rather than an
invariable rate for light zipping through a vacuum.”
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Throughout this research I have been attempting to prove another physics as the cause of
American Decline. This discovery, that not only is there another physics, but solving its
mechanics, was an unexpected surprise.
E=MC² fits the fact or Dr. Emoto’s experiments perfectly. An energy applied, E, changed the
molecular structure of the water crystal and a noticeable change in the water crystals light.
With C² free and not a constant, we have another mechanical science to change reality,
and this one is consciousness based.
Recapping:
1. E=MC² states energy and matter are equal, they are one.
2. In Quantum Theory consciousness is represented by E, energy.
3. MC² is matter, which represents physical reality
4. E=MC² is synonymous with: E(consciousness) = MC² (physical reality)
Consciousness = Reality → they are ONE.
5. With C² variable, we have the core of a new physics with it’s own mechanics similar to
Newtonian science, but metaphysical in nature and consciousness based.

C7. MASCULINE & FEMININE METAPHYSICAL GEOMETRY
Continueing our discussion of geometry from the previous section, they were corect but
incomplete. The new science was more developed and intricate than I’d thought.
Dr. Emoto’s experiments prove the connection between energy and mathematical
geometry. Whether ice crystals formed symmetrical or unsymmetrical geometry was
determined by the vibrational (positive/negative) nature of the energy applied. Thus,
geometry (mathematics) is fused with energy (consciousness), as two sides of reality. MC²
representing matter, physicality, and linear mathematics. Quantum E representing
nonlinear, metaphysical, consciousness. The binding of consciousness (the metaphysical)
with mathematical geometry (the physical) as the fundamental nature of reality and
expressed in a single equation E=MC². In consciousness-based science, humanity is the
physics, consciousness has its own developed nonphysical mechanics.
This relationship between Linear & Nonlinear represented in E=MC² forms the basis of
metaphysics. Each science, Classical Newtonian physics and Quantum physics,
representing both sides of reality: physical and metaphysical.
MC² represents matter -- is linear and physical; expressed geometrically as a straight-line.
This geometry symbolizes Classical Mechanics in the overall design architecture and how
most of humanity views the world. The last 400 years have been a progression through
physical materialism [33].
E represents energy -- is nonlinear, metaphysical, expressed as a circle. This geometry
symbolizes Quantum Mechanics. Quantum Mechanics is superior to Classical Mechanics
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because it isn’t limited by the constraints of linearity. Communicating the workings of
nonlinear mechanics is challenging -- it appears to farfetched to be real. Real, from the
current perspective, means physical. Overcoming this mental block is key, shifting from
linear to nonlinear means accepting a different definition of what's real.
Linear [34] and Nonlinear [35], reflecting two
sides of the universal paradigm, are each
represented by a sex: Linear Masculine,
Nonlinear Feminine. The traits of each sex
reflect their metaphysical geometry. Modern
thinking regarding the sexes is based on an
evolutionary paradigm -- the sciences assume
evolution responsible for the differences
between the sexes -- this research would
suggest another option. With Quantum
physics comes an entirely new science -Metaphysics -- potentially redefining
everything we currently believe. Metaphysics
answers questions modern philosophy hasn’t.

IQ differentials & sexual genitalia: A function of each sex’s metaphysical geometry.
The IQ differences between
the sexes were discussed
earlier, in the chart below
those differentials are
explained as an expression of
each sexes Metaphysical
Geometry. The radii [35] of
the straight line & circle,
represent the geometry of
the graphed IQ differentials.
Again, each sex is a physical
expression of their
metaphysical geometry.
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Following the above we have the sexual genitilia of each sex being an exact replica of each
sexes meyaphysical geometry
including the physics characteristics
that characterize each sex.
The feminine genatalia being in an
oval-like shape representing the
sexes geometry, nonlinearity. It also
contracts, where the male genatilia
expands, feminine internal, and male
external.

Traits of the Sexes Expresses in Physics
Each sex comes with attributes as apart of their
metaphysical geometry. The list is in figure C9. The
list is not meant to be complete, but given so the
reader can understand the design of the sexes and
how each sex is structured as a polarized set of
characheristics (In their pure form)
E & MC²
MC² represents the physical, linear side of the
E=MC² equation and is considered masculine.
The physics we know as Classical Newtonian
Mechanics are a function of linear reality,
being a linear physical science: reality is
manipulated physically by moving objects
(mass) in the E=MC² equation. The relationship
is physical and linear.
E represents energy, is metaphysical, and the E
side of E=MC², is feminine. The physics we
understand as Quantum Physics represents
this side of the equation and is consciousness
based. In this science reality is manipulated in
a nonlinear fashion (discussed later), this
science represents the future of science,
philosophy and humanity.
Potential & Kinetic Energy
Kinetic Energy [37] is energy that a body possesses while in motion transmitting
energy through physical reality. This form of energy reflects masculine - energy in
motion. Men have 10x more testosterone than women, are bigger, stronger and
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defined in action. Attraction instincts reflect the same physics, women being
internally oriented are attracted to a man’s behavior, how he acts, not how he looks
[46]. The primary expression of Masculinity, from an attraction standpoint, is
confidence: which is a verb, not a noun -- and is kinetic.

Femininity represents potential energy [38] and the circle. An object held in a
person's hand has potential energy, which turns to kinetic energy — the energy of
motion — when the person lets it go, and it drops to the ground. The energy
possessed by a body by its position relative to others. Interestingly, the feminine
also represents the relative which will be discussed later.

Positive & Negative
Masculinity is positive (+) by nature. Each sex represents an energetic side of the
universe with the total being 0[39]. Matter and physicality being positive. Energy,
represented by gravitation, being negative and feminine. Both sides being equal yet
simultaneously different. Male consciousness, being linear, can be flipped negative
with the application of force shifting the overall equation negative from a
civilizational perspective.
The feminine is negative represented by energy and gravitation. It reflects the
potential side of reality, a potential that must be manifested kinetically into physical
reality through the masculine: the infinite potential manifested into a single
physicality.

Objective & Subjective
Masculinity is linear and objective, expressed by mathematics, geometry, and
physics. Femininity is subjective, creative, expressed by language, art and creativity.
Both sexes combine to create reality allowing for a conscious species, such as
ourselves, to create what we wish, based on an objective, natural, physics structure.

Absolute & Relative
The male energy, linearity, is larger than the feminine and linear, it has only two
absolute positions, full positive or full negative. Mechanically, the male energy
determines the energy overall of civilization, either positive or negative, depending
on a civilization’s laws. The feminine, representing the negative and relative, always
exists relative to the masculine. If the masculine is positive, the feminine is negative.
If the masculine is negative, the feminine is positive relative to the masculine. The
male energy is the initiating energy, the energy that defines civilization and this is
the reason humanity is referred to as Mankind.
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Direct & Indirect
Expressed by their geometry, the straight-line and circle, each sex has a bias
towards their geometric nature expressed in attitude, language and behavior. Male
language style is direct and assertive, feminine indirect and less assertive, both an
expression of their natures, the feminine being more vulnerable. Directness is also
found in vector physics known as classical mechanics where the relationships are
linear; force equations depict a linear straight line moving an object, both
expressions of masculinity.
Femininity is nonlinear in nature, consciousness and energy are not represented by
vector physics or classical mechanics. Both energy and consciousness cannot be
seen by the naked eye and are more difficult to conceptualize than that which we
see. In the Quantum metaphysical relationship to be discussed later, mass is not an
active element within the exchange, removing a physical relationship from its
mechanics. The indirect way feminine quantum physics changes reality will be
obvious.

Internal & External
Quantum mechanics is consciousness focused and internal; Classical Mechanics is
object focused and external. Women are more internal, feelings focused than Men
who are externally focused and more visual. Both an expression of their geometry
and natures. Quantum mechanics is focused on changing the internal nature of an
entity, either an individual, nation, civilization or planet. Classical Mechanics is
focused on changing reality externally. The new mechanics is infinitely more
capable of creating positive change through altering the vibrational internal nature
of consciousness than the current object-oriented model. Large scale problems
affecting Earth are easily solvable with the correct science.
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Rational & Creative
As a follow, up of
objective and
subjective is the
rational and creative
natures defining
both sexes. Men are
more rational,
women more
emotional. Each has
its advantages and
disadvantages. Men
dominate stem
subjects [40] women
subjective subjects.
Social scientists,
wondering why Men
earn more, never
consider the reason
both biological and
metaphysical. If the
female sex is to have children, it would be efficient to have the opposite sex
designed as the primary producer. If the sexes were not designed this way, it would
risk death of the species and failed evolutionary prospects.
The brain chemistries of each sex are a replica of their metaphysical geometries.
Men's brains (Figure C10) are of a more linear nature, female brains crisscross, both
a reflection of each sex’s nature and an example of the intricacy of the design of the
species.
This list is a short list of the metaphysical geometric differences between the sexes.
The main point is to help visualize the design archetype as a function of geometry,
not evolution and the primary purpose of existence and the Virtual Reality we exist
in every day. Seen in the correct light many confusing issues facing civilization
become clear.

C8. INTELLIGENT, SYMETRICAL, BALLANCED DESIGN
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The trajectory of research has been moving towards
collecting more and more evidence for an
Intelligently designed virtual reality. One would
expect an intelligent creator would design with
symetry and balance in the design, identically to any
human design archatecture. The difference being,
this design is divine.
The symetry and balance remains consistant
throughout the design archatecture, with the two
sexes as the core of a brilliant, intelligent,
consciousness based physics; where the fate of
civilization, is dependant on the nature of
consciousness it chooses to adopt and express.
From the core equation, E=MC², through each sex
representing one half of the universal Energy/Matter
matrix, through the metaphysical/physical aspects of reality; Masculinr & Feminine, each a
reflection of their geometries, in a beauttiful Quantum model of reality.
The Masculine & Feminine Archatecture being incorperated tnto the laws of physics as its
own, indipendent, self-contained physics model.
Both physics, Newtonian (male, linear, physical) and Quantum (female, nonlinear,
metaphysical) expressed in the same
equation with Newtonian representing the
relationship between E & M, Energy & Mass;
Quantum, consciousness based physics
representing the relationship bewtwen E &
C², Energy & Speed of light.
As profound as this science is, the simplicity
is even more profound. What a beauttiful
design. The concepts are intertwined
flawlessly.
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C9. MASCULINE & FEMININE: OBJECTIVE & SUBJECTIVE ASPECTS OF REALITY
A core feature of this physics is the objective/subjective
structure of reality being broken down by sex. This plays
an integral role in the writing and creating of moralities,
laws, that define civilization.
This is an ingenious concept, which allows for an
unlimited, no-restrictions based reality, we can write
whatever we like, try any energy we choose, representing
the creativity (subjective) of the female circle, and
simultaniousley, having the rational/objective male sex as a
protecting energy in case we write something negative.
I want to cover this in more detain because it goes to the
core of the overall design and the root of how civilizations
rise and fall. Throughout human history civilizations have
risen and fallen due to corruption. Rome as an example fell
due to what appeared as political coruption, and the moral
degradation of the city [41]. With this science, we now
know Rome fell because it’s energy, its vibration, became
negative (the male linear aspect got flipped negative, to be
covered in detail in Apendex D) thus leading to the moral
failing of civilization which is a synonym of energy. The
genius of this science is the manner in which the
Metaphysical Energy created by a civilization manifests
into its physical equivilant – with perfect translation. In effect, we get exactley what we
deserve, based on our own energy … every time.
The design allows for unlimited creativity with which to create as a species, and reason – a
mathamatical morality, represented by the male sex, to ensure the integrity of the species,
by collapsing civilizations who’s logic fails them.
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C10. PHI: THE GOLDEN MEAN RATION – MASCULINE AND FEMININE AS ONE
When overlaid, the two geometries create the symbol phi [42].
Mathmaticians, having noticed that nature is built upon a
mathamatical structure known as the Golden Mean Ratio [43], or the
Fibanacci Sequence, have wondered for decades if this is evidence of
Intelligent Design.
The answere is Yes.
What they did not expect was the sophistication, with phi
representing both sexes in one, a Unified Model of Creation.
The Spiral Geometry [44] in particular is found all over nature the
universe is built upon this number and this mathamatics. It
represents divine design.

From the very large to the very small, all aspects of nature conforming to this number 1.618.
(There are hundreds of videos on youtube, websites and pictures describing this phenomena in
detail, I present here just a small sample.)

C11. THE SCIENCE OF REINCARNATION
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The scope of this research has been proving Intelligent Design as the basis of reality, and
Metaphysics the natural science of our reality.
With the understanding that our reality is a virtual reality that is Metaphysical in nature, as
is our species, an important question to discuss is Reincarnation. Can it be true that as a
species we reincarnate into different physical bodies over time? The answere is a
definitive YES. Lets discuss the logic behind it.
Much of this research has been shifting ones view into a multidimensional frame of reality;
realising there’s a lot more going on that appears at the physical level of reality. If we
consider ourselves to be Quantum beings having a physical experience in a very advanced
game engine, that perspective allows for an expanded view of ourselves and our place in
the cosmos.
In addition, the laws of physics take on a different meaning when viewed from a Quantum
perspective. The law of The Conservation oif Energy [45] states:
“Energy cannot be created or destroyed, only transformed.”
If we assume energy means physical energy, such as electricity in modern physics, then this
law has a very different meaning than in this science, The Physics of Consciousness, where
energy means consciousness. Under this definition, the Law of the Conservatiuon of Energy
reads as follows:
“Consciousness cannot be created or destroyed, only transformed.”
Follow the logic:
1. If we are metaphysicaly based Quantum beings are consciousness, and this
paper has provien that fact,
2. and if consciousness cannot be created or destroyed,
3. then we, human beings, cannot be created or destroyed.
Thus, the law of the Conservation of Energy becomes the Law of Imortality, or Infinity, or
what have you -- and validates the concept of reincarnation as a scientific Quantum fact. If
we are infinite and immortal, where de we go when our body fails? Home. To the absolute
dimension, where we exist as pure vibrating energy without limitation, as pure
consciousness. Until we come back again for another crack at planet Earth.
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Appendix D: Physics of Consciousness Mechanics
D1. INTRODUCTION
A new physics brings with it a new mechanics, “How does this work exactley?” This section
deals specifically with what is the methodology of applying this new science to reality so the
reader has a thorough understanding of this sciences application. How it’s applied, how the
geometires interelate to effect reality, how vibration works … the application of the theory
discussed in Apendix C.
The mechanics are very similar to Newtonian Vector Mechanics [46], with the exception
that consciousness is the medium being effected, and it doesn’t move anywhere, it shifts
frequency/vibration. This section will be discussing how the frequency of an individul,
country or civilization exists, and how to manipulate it to create a more productive human
experience on Earth.

D2. LINEAR MECHANICS & NONLINEAR CONSCIOUSNESS -- A NEW SCIENCE
The purpose of this research was to prove modern Mechanical theory incorrect, or at
minimum incomplete, while simultaneously solving the mystery regarding the 1972
American-male economic decline. Classical Mechanics, while valid, reflects only half of
science -- Quantum Mechanics the other. Dr. Emoto’s experiments shed light on how this
science works -- energy, when interpreted to mean consciousness, changes the nature of
physics integrating linear-based vector mechanics and consciousness in a single science,
creating a much more advanced mechanics with which to manipulate reality.
Combining vector mechanics with consciousness allows the Metaphysical to be measured,
plotted, predicted and manipulated in simple equations; while explaining human behavior
on a macro scale. The model, when applied to an individual or civilization, creates
mechanical rationales for global events superior to economics in every way. Most human
problems are self-inflicted and rooted in our own ignorance -- when the ignorance is
removed, so are the problems.
Forces applied to any object move the object accordingly. Applied to a coke bottle will
move it across a table. This idea, that simple vector math applied on a macro level can
change nations with the simplicity as moving a coke bottle is what this research is about.
The physics is identical: The physics is simple, the concept isn’t. Mechanically, how a single
sentence written as law can change the frequency of a country almost instantaneously,
seems ridiculous, under the laws of physical science, it is. In metaphysical science, where
everything is vibrational energy, it’s easy -- the mechanical abilities of linear and nonlinear
science are not comparable. The difference is mass.

MASS
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In physical science the amount of energy required to move an object is directly correlated
to its mass. Moving a can of coke, from our previous example, requires far less energy than
moving a car. The mass of both objects is the reason.
Work(energy) = Force x Distance
Force = Mass x acceleration
Work = (mass x acceleration) x distance
The amount of energy required to move an object is singularly dependent on the object's
mass. Classical physics is mass dependent. Its linear nature comes from this correlation
between energy and mass. As mass ↑, required energy↑.
In Quantum Mechanics, mass is 0, consciousness has no mass. Thus, the mechanics are
nonlinear. Without mass, the science has an entirely different nature -- operating on a +/frequency or vibration. Vectors, such as the force that moved the coke can previously, shift
the vibrational nature of energy from positive to negative and vice versa.
In Classical Physics E=MC² correlates:
E(energy)=M(mass) x C² (speed of light)
Where C² is constant and the dynamic parts of the equation are E & M; Energy and mass
are directly proportional [47]. The amount of energy required to change reality is
dependent on how much matter needs to be moved. (mass ↑ ∝ energy↑)
In Quantum Mechanics the focus of the equation changes, where mass remains constant
creating a nonlinear relationship between energy and light, E=C².
Science, until recently, believed the speed of light was a constant, the latest research [48]
proves it isn’t. With mass constant and removed from consideration, our ability to change
reality becomes nonlinear, and geometric. The nature of science changes from physical
thinking, to metaphysical thinking, and limitations are removed. The focus of civilization
shifts from physicality, to consciousness.
E=MC² -- MASS & LIGHT
E=MC² explains the fundamentals of both sciences so understanding the conceptual
differences in Classical Mechanics and Quantum Mechanics requires a little more work.
E (energy) = MC² (matter), energy and matter are one, always equal. Matter, MC², means
physical reality.
E(energy) = MC²(reality) → Energy = Reality
For the last 400 years, we have been using Classical Vector Mechanics to understand
reality. In E=MC² Physical reality (matter) has two components, M(mass) and C² (speed of
light squared.) Sciences attention has been focused on changing physical reality MC², by
changing mass (M):
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Mass = MC² = Reality
We have been manipulating reality physically, through the relationship between Energy
and mass, which is directly proportional and linear. Believing the speed of light is constant,
there was no other way to alter reality (matter) but through manipulating mass.
All the presumptions of Classical physics are based on a false premise, that C² is constant.
C² is not a constant and does change - creating a second physics (with its own mechanics)
to change matter. We can change matter physically, through M in MC² -- AND we can
change C², the speed of light, to change matter (MC²) as well. Figure 5 details.
The difference between Classical Physics and Quantum Physics is simple, Classical physics
seeks to change reality physically, through the directly proportional relationship between
energy and mass, E∝M, leaving Speed of light (C²) as a placeholder.

Quantum mechanics does the opposite. Changing
matter (MC²) by manipulating C² and E through their
non-proportional relationship, E∝C², leaving mass (M)
as a placeholder. The differences between Classical
and Quantum Mechanics is as such:
Classical Mechanics: ∆Mass = ∆MC² = ∆Reality
Quantum Mechanics: ∆Speed of light = ∆MC² =
∆Reality

Each method changes reality but there’s a big difference between them -- Classical
Mechanics
requires the manipulation of Mass through work (W) and has a linear relationship. To move
mass requires a lot of energy, proportional to energetic output:

∆E IN ∝ ∆E OUT -- linear
Quantum Mechanics alters reality through the speed of light, which is not physical, so the
relationship isn’t linear, but nonlinear

∆E IN ! ∝ ∆E OUT -- nonlinear
Changing matter indirectly, instead of directly, through the correlation of E and C²,
removes the limitations of mass, has its own mechanics, and is what the Physics of
Consciousness is about. Classical Mechanics focus is changing reality physically, Quantum
Mechanics focus is changing reality metaphysically -- shifting vibrational frequency of
consciousness.
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D3. THE VIBRATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
In modern physics objects are moved using energy and force. The diagram below depicts a
coke can being moved with a force applied.

Energy in the form of a force is applied to the coke can moving it across a surface. How
much energy is required depends on the Mass of the object. Energy and Mass forming a
linear relationship: Mass and Energy increase & decrease proportionally.
In consciousness based physics there is no mass and nothing physical moves. This
represents the fundamental difference between the sciences: Newtonian Physics is about
moving objects, Quantum Physics is about changing the vibration and frequency of the
objects Consciousness.
Consciousness isnt viewable with the naked eye,
doesn’t have mass, it vibrates as energy. While
everything that exists is made of energy and
vibrates in accordance with it’s nature, human
beings have a variable consciousness, vibrational
frequency, that can be manipulated, controlled and
directed just like modern physics. This
manipulation can occur at the level of an
individual, a community, state, province, country,
civilization or globe. The mechanics do not change
depending on the number of people or the size of
the area being effected. The science exists outside
the three-dimensional laws of physical physics. This allows for maximum flexability, ease of
use, and simplicity; as we shall see.

CONSCIOUSNESS AS CAUSE, REALITY AS EFFECT
In reality humans are not the physical beings we think, we are metaphysical beings
vibrating at a frequency, our consciousness determines our reality.
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E=MC², where E=Consciousness and MC² =
Reality. Consciousness is the cause of our reality,
and is the sole cause of our reality. TO change our
reality we must change our consciousness. This is
self-evident.
For an individual, their consciousness is made up
of ones beliefs. To change reality we must change
the beliefs that are the governors of our existance.
This research isnt designed to discuss the
mechanics of personal change, however the physics
is the same for an individual or a larger group such
as a country.

D4. THE FREQUENCY OF AREAS
This research began with a study of economics and specifically, the economic rationals for
American Decline and the contradictions inherant in modern economics. Research
expanded when a probable cause was found for American Decline that didn’t fit inside a
modern physics box -- leading to the search for a new science to explain the event. For this
reason the research was focused on a national scale, such as a country like the United
States, not individuals.
One of the more difficult aspects of this science to understand is how it effects an area
with millions, tens of millions or hundreds of millions of people. “How is this possible?”
The answere lies in the true nature of reality, not the one we percieve. Modern physics
has trained us to to think of reality as separate and distinct objects each independent of
each other. That is not the case in Quantum Mechanics. In Quantum Physics we are all
One.
At the root layer of existance, everything is energy and that energy is conscious and
intelligent. Here’s a quote from the father of Quantum Mechanics and the creator of the
“Planck Scale” Max Planck:
“All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force … We must assume
behind this force the existance of a consciouss and intelligent mind. This mind
is the matrix of all matter.”
To understand the core of this science and Metaphysics, there are two concepts that
must be understood:
1. Everything is vibrating energy
2. That energy is consciouss and aware.
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At the Quantum layer of existance, there are no distinctions, we are all source
energy. From that perspective, if we think of a country such as the United States of
America as what it really is, vibrating energy, and that vibrating energy is consciouss
and aware, it becomes easier to grasp how this science is possible.
A large country, the size of the
United States, is a grain of
sand on the beach of infinity
for the universe, for God. It’s
not so big from this
perspective.
Because everything vibrates
and is energy, the United
States, or any country, isnt
exempt from this. Think of
America as an area of space
that is vibrating just like
everythging else in the
universe. A consciouss species
lives here, which writes its own laws, those laws being energy as well, because
everything is – the energy of those laws represent the definition of the country, or
area of space. The country vibrates in alighnment with its definition … it must
vibrate congruent with it’s definition.
When our species writes a law, this source intelligence knows what we’re doing,
what the law means and brings the area of space, in this case a country, into
alighnment with its written definition. In this, we are in a co-creative reality with the
super intelligence that is all things and this intelligence is active, not passive. Laws
are implemented objectively, without judgement. It’s physics after all. So we are
responsible for our mess, we don’t get to blame God.
An individual vibrates in accordance with their beliefs, a country its laws. The
concept is the same. An individual is a self-contained energy, so is a country. So we
are in fact largly a blending of many factors, energies, happening simultaniousley, all
of which makes up our current consciousness; how we vibrate and the reality we
inhabit.

D5. THE VIBRATION OF LAWS (& BELIEFS)
As metioned in the previous section, what’s written as law defines a country in the
same way as an individuals beliefs define themselves. Metaphysics is objective, so we
each define ourselves, and each country itself. Individually we are seldom aware of
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our definitions, but we are very aware of their consequences because they reflect
our reality.
Figure D6 to the left shows the
relationship between consciousness, its
vibration, and the reality that exists based
on the consciousness’s vibration. This
physics holds true for an individual, a
country, or any area which has a
definition. In short, the more positive the
vibration, the energy, the more positive
the reality, and vice versa.
Positive Thinking has been advocated by
metaphysical thinkers for a long time,
now we know why, because it works.
However, the thinking must become
habitual, subconscious for it to become effective.
Positivity must create a better reality. Negativity must create a worse reality. It’s
just physics!
The same concept holds true for a country. Few countries have the audacity to
define themselves in highly positive terms. This makes little sense in that the reality
for that country will be an exact vibrational replica of its definition! In figure xxxx
above, which country would you rather live in: The bright and shiny country? Or
the dark, mess of a country? With this science we get to choose our reality.

“WITH THIS SCIENCE WE CHOOSE OUR REALITY.”
There are no victims in the universe. We have complete and total control over our
existance, when we choose to vibrate higher, our reality changes congruent with
that new vibration, and nothing in the universe can stop this for it exists as a
choice that we make, and we make alone. We may be influenced by external events,
but even to be influenced by external events is a choice with wich we can ignore.
In this respect, external reality, otherwise known as circumstances are irrelevant. I
repeat, circumstances are irrelevant, everything is a function of consciousness.
Obviousley not all laws effect a nation or an individual with the same effect. The
dominant beliefs and laws create the energy, for a country the dominant laws are
the root laws that define it. These laws represent the morality of the country, if the
laws are not explicit, or written, it doesn’t matter the universe is very intuitive and
knows what the implicit energy is. There’s no getting around the physics of this.
What’s amazing is that reality, and human prosperity, now has the ecact science to
prove everythging we need to change our planet at both the individual and National
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level to rewrite everything we need and make planet Earth shine far beyond
anything we thought previousley.

D6. THE METAPHYSICS OF FORCE & AUTHORATERIANISM
Understanding the laws of physics are inforced objectively and consistentley, specific
actions produce predictable results; force always produces a negative vibration. Regardless
of the reasons why the force is applied, the result is vibrationally negative.
I naturally vibrating wave has the positive
and negative portions of the wave in their
natural positions as seen in Figure D7. If we
use this wave to represent a frequency of
consciousness we can see the wave is
vibrating positively, which is natural.
When force is appled the wave
(consciousness) inverts with the positive on
botton and negative on top. This can be
seen in Figure D8 below.
Thus the negative vibration is unatural, and
requires an outside force or energy to
change the nature of the wave. From the
perspective of this research this force is
Government. Government force inverts the
physics of consciousness from positive to
negative. The specific mechanics will be
covered in the upcomming sections but I
want to reiterate a point; politics and how
humans think about government will
change dramaticly after understanding how
our reality really works. From a physics
perspective, all expansions of government
are an increase in authoraterianism, that is
the negative. The larger the government, the
more negative the country will be.
If we look at human history in terms of its
vibration, its been one disaster after another as effects of the low consciousness of our
species. Leading the way, creating this low vibration is government in all forms, religioos,
socialist, monarch, the list is endless and they all share a commn trait:
All authoraterian governing structures, regardless of type, create vibratory negative
energetic realities.
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Correct design of a civilization is ALWAYS predicated on limiting the scope of government,
the scope of authoraterianism. All humans and civilizations shall seek to optimize their
vibration by becoming as natural as possible. This means weeding our species off it’s
addiction to victimology & government dependency.
This is a radical departure from current thinking, but current human thinking is obsolete,
uneducated, and in need of an update. What’s most advantagious of this science is it takes
previously thought subjective ideas, such as the use of government, and attatches to it a
mathamatical value which cannot be argued politically, removing the subjectivity that
corrupts current thinking and civilizational design.

D7. METAPHYSICAL GEOMETRIC RADIUS
The next concept is more advanced and
requires the reader to think both
metaphysically and conceptually.
Apendix C covered the natures of the
sexes and their conceptual geometries in
detail, if you havn’t read that section yet, I
recommend you do or you will not
understand this aspect of consciousness
science.
The geometries that define both sexes
are not just a template which sets the
nature of both sexes, but those
geometries make up the physics that
comes to define our species and
civilization. The energetic state of a country, its reality, is a function of how well balanced
the Male and Female geometries are. This may be diffcult to conceptualize because it
represents such a change in thinking from modern thinking which is based on economics,
and externally derived.
When laid atop one another, the male geometry pokes out on both sides of the circle. This
length difference is the reason Men are taller than women, as a reflection of their
metaphysical geometries, and more importantly this creates a very interesting mechanic
with respect to how the vibration of a civilization is created and how civilizatuions rise and
fall.
Due to the fact the male geometry has a larger radius, it always determines the overall
frequency of a country or civilization, independentley of the female geometry. I want to
repeat that, the male geometry determines the overall trajectory of a civilisation
positively or negatively by itself.
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In figure D9 above, the larger male radius is represented by 1.2 and the female radius by 1.0.
Because the male radius is either positive or negative, it defines a civilisation energetically
and determines whether a nation or civilisation remains intact, or colapses. It’s larger
geometric radius always dictating the overall frequency of civilisation.
The male energy which represents rationallity ensures the integrity of civilization. The
reason civilisations fall has little to do with economics of politics, but the rationality of its
self-definition, it’s laws, and the vibration of those laws.
QUANTUM CENTER OF GRAVITY
In section D5 we discussed the inverting of
consciousness when a metaphysical force is
applied to reality; that force usually
representing government.
The picture to the left depicts how that
consciousness shift negative occurs, when a
restricting force is applied the male geometry
inverts into a negative position and the new
vibrational reality is negative.
Thus, we see that what causes, and has always
caused civilization decline is this shift of the
male geometry. As this science has always
existed and always will, all civilizations,
including Rome and America are included.
This mechanic can be seen as a shift in civilizations center of gravity from positive to
negative and explains exactly what happened to America and it’s Western allies in the early
70’s.
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Appendix E: Examples & Explanations
E1. INTRODUCTION
Appendixes C & D covered the theory and mechanics of the Physics of Consciousness, now
we will look at specific examples to round out the knowledge for a fuller understanding of
how these concepts apply in reality.
We’ll start with a thorough review and in-depth discussion with the 1972 American event
because it’s been the focal point of the research.

E2. EXAMPLE #1: AMERICA 1972 DECLINE EVENT
The reason this research was focused on American decline as opposed to other countries is
data. There’s exponantially more data available for the United States of America than any
other country. In fact, in-depth, longterm data for other countries is almost impossible to
obtain so the research is focused where I can source reliable data and in particular,
economic charts.
The chart that forms the backbone of research is the GDP data chart found in the results
section as A1. We’ll re-graph it here as E1.
Lets cover the basics again as a refresher:
1.
The economic rationals do not add up,
they are all riddled with contradictions.
2.
The angular trajectory shift of the male
sex, as cleanly seperated as it was from the
female sex, was deemed highly unlikely to
impossible under economics or physics.
3.
The only corosponding event that
matched the physics of 1972 was the writing of
Title IX into federal law which can be
enterpreted as discrimination vs the male sex
depending on the definition used for
discrimination. The law was sponsored by the National Organisation of Women
whos definition of discrimination is non-distinction of the sexes, which supports the
force based definition of descrimination.
4. As the physics of 1972 doesn’t fit easily into economics or physics, logic dictated this
was potentially an event outside modern science.
5. The research lead in search of this unknown science.
With the parameters covered let’s discuss the science in-depth, step by step:
The language of Title IX passed in 1972 created a Metaphysical force which shifted the male
sex from vibrational positive to vibrational negative, taking the entire country of the United
States of America into decline.
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The language of Title IX is as follows:
“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance”

In consciousness-based mechanics, force
shifts the vibration of consciousness
negative, such as the male sex in this
example.
The discriminatory force creates a reaction
in the male linear mechanic, which shifts
male energy negative, thus taking the overall
energy and vibration of America negative.
The United States enters decline, negative,
congruent with its new frequency.
Without the knowledge of consciousnessbased physics, we assume this result is a
function of economics and apply economic
explanations and rationales. This same event is the repeated across the Western World
using the same science.
The Consequences of Title IX
Let’s do some quick math calculating the net loss to America due to this policy. Pre-1972
America was growing at approximately 4% per annum (1944 – 1972, 28 years) [49], and was
the greatest period of economic expansion in human history. The growth after 1972 was
halved, about 2% [50]. The loss is approximately …
2% x (2019 – 1972)
2% x 47 years, compounded
= ~ 130%.

Americas GDP for fiscal year ending 2018 was approx. $20.89 trillion. [51]
$20 Trillion x 130% = $46 Trillion.
If your following, America is $26 Trillion short in its GDP to date due to the loss
of 2% compounded since 1972.
More jobs have been lost than currently exist in the country of the United States because
of Title IX. Meaning there would be enough jobs to restore the entire faltering middle class
in America, and have a bunch left over.
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Let’s look at the deficit. Currently American National debt for fiscal year ending 2018 was
approx. $22 Trillion [52]. The deficit for year 2018 was approx. $1.34 Trillion. Net revenue
for the Federal Government was ~$3.6 trillion.
With a potential $46 Trillion-dollar economy, the net revenue in 2018 alone would be
greater than $7.5 Trillion dollars (($46T / $22T) * $3.6T) yielding a budget surplus of ~
$3.5 Trillion.
That’s a $3.5 Trillion surplus in a single year if America had its potential GDP.
Consider this, as dysfunctional as America currently is, she would have a $3.5 trillion-dollar
surplus this year, and record surpluses as far as the eye could see. This is given as an
example of the power and consequences of this science when used irresponsibly. How
different will Earth look when this science is applied productively?

E3. EXAMPLE #2: CANADIAN EQUALITY
Following example #1 we have Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
the section on Equality which states:
15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the
equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and without
discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sex, age or
mental or physical disability.
(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its
object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including
those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic origin, color,
religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.

While there’s no economic data to accompany this law, at this point we don’t need it. The
purpose of this law is to see how tricky this language can be. Section (1) states Canada will
not engage in discrimination, and section (2) says it will. Section (1) has no legal basis, it’s
very much like the “Publishers Clearing House Million Dollar Prizes,” where it says clearly
on the envelope that you’ve won a million dollars, and the fine print says you don’t. Well
Canada desn’t even bother with the fine print, it creates entire classes of people to call
“disadvantaged,” without ever proving the point or stating what a disadvantaged person is,
and labels women, half the species, as a disadvantaged group meaning this law indirectley
discriminates against its male sex once again.
Follow the logis once again,
1. Section 2 says Canada will discriminate to protect disadvantaged peoples.
2. Women are labeled as disadvantaged peoples.
3. That mean the people being discriminated against must be Men.
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The average human won’t put this togeather, and the reason is they have no education in
logic. From the universes perspective, this is clear. There’s no difference between direct
and in direct discrimination, they’re mathamatically identicle.
The mechanics governing this are identicle to the previous example so I’m not going to
repeat the science. It’s the same physics.

E4. EXAMPLE #3: AMERICAN CONSTITUTION
The last example is the Americasn constitution. I use it because everyone knows the story
and history and it’s the perfect example to underscore the power of definitions and
Metaphysics.
We’ll start with the core line defining the American Constitution, “The Right to Life, Liberty
and the Persuit of Happiness.” Then move move into the second core line,” An African
American is worth 3/5ths of a white man.”
America became the most powerful nation in recorded history on the back of what is
assumed to be it’s economy. But as we have seen, its physics, that determines a nations
reality. The frequency of liberty is clearly very positive and the United States was the
first country to define itself “Positively,” in an affirmative statement. This high
vibrational and assertive language defined the country and lead it to be the most
powerful country ever.
I want to be very clear about this, this same opportunity exists for all countries yet none
have taken advantage of it. None have defined themselves positively.
In contradiction to the high vibrational
language we just discussed, the
discrimination vs African Americas is well
known and understood, I want the reader to
start thinking about reality in terms of
consciousness.
This discriminatory law created multiple
centuries of devastation and almost
destroyed the United States in a civil war.
That was a single line on paper.
If we think of reality as a vibration, as a
frequency, and in Quantum Physics it is, then
this law created a negative vibration that
spanned a couple centuries and was very
negative, but what’s important from our perspective is the physics of it.
In Quantum Consciousness based physics, reality is created Metaphysically and exists
Metaphysically. This is a very important distinction from modern thinking. Slavery is an
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energy. American decline is an energy. Your life and my life is an energy. We can change
these energies as we please when we understand the underlying mechanics and are
intentional about doing so. Why don’t we?
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